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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

 

This appeal is intended to cover the urgent remaining 
needs of the population affected by two earthquakes, 
which hit the southern district of Qumsangir in 
Tajikistan on the 29th of July 2006. A total of 1,083 
houses have been fully damaged and more than 1,500 
have been partially damaged. A total of 21,000  people 
had lived in these fully and partially affected houses.  

The UN Country Team and the international 
community have been effective in meeting urgent, sector specific needs, especially in health, 
water and sanitation, and education. The response has been well coordinated through the 
Disaster Management Partnership REACT (Rapid Emergency Assessment and Coordination 
Team). 

Even though the government only a few days following the earthquake initiated the 
reconstruction of houses, the work has progressed very slowly. As a result, there is a fear that 
half of the fully destroyed houses (approximately 500 houses) will not be rebuilt before the 
winter begins. If this were to occur, it would have serious humanitarian consequences, which 
is the reason for this appeal.  

This appeal calls for 500 winter tents, as well as the material support for the reconstruction of 
200 houses.  

In addition to other infrastructure damaged, nine schools, in which more than 7,000 children 
study, were also affected by the earthquakes. In order to ensure continuity in children’s 
education, this appeal covers part of the needs for school rehabilitation. Although the school 
year has already begun, the children in affected schools do not have access to a safe 
classroom-learning environment. There is an urgent need for full or partial rehabilitation of 
schools, provision of school furniture, textbooks, and essential school supplies in affected 
schools. Although the Government has committed to the reconstruction of 2 schools on their 
own, their resources are very limited to complete the rehabilitation of other 7 schools. 

The total amount require d is USD 1,000,000 . The duration of implementation of these 
activities is planned for six months. 
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2. CONTEXT AND HUMANITARIAN CONSEQUENCES  

2.1 Context 

Tajikistan is a highly disaster prone country, and is located in one of the world's most active 
seismic zones (Pamir-Alai, Hindukush) and has a mountainous landscape (93 per cent of the 
country). The risk of earthquake disasters is very high. But apart from earthquakes, Tajikistan 
is also exposed to almost daily mudslides, rockslides, floods and avalanches. On average, the 
country suffers nearly 500 disasters per year. 

On the morning and afternoon of 29 July 2006, two earthquakes hit Tajikistan. At 5 a.m., 29 
July 2006, an earthquake of magnitude 4.5 on the Richter scale affected at least five 
settlements in  Qumsangir District. Another quake (magnitude 5) struck at 15:57 the same day. 
The epicenter of the quake was 145 km south of the capital Dushanbe, and 55 km. east of 
Shartuuz.  

According to assessments conducted by the international agencies and a governm ental 
commission, 16,512 people were affected by the earthquakes. Three children – a 6-year-old 
boy and a girl and a 9-year-old girl – were buried under a collapsed wall. A total of 19 
injuries, mainly people with collarbone and leg problems, were reported. Six of them were 
evacuated to hospitals of the nearby Kolhozabad district. The relatively low number of 
casualties can be explained by the fact that the stronger earthquake took place during the 
daytime. 

Serious damage afflicted the region’s already poor infrastructure – nine schools, four health 
centres and a central hospital, four transformers, 2 kilometres of electrical lines, a pumping 
station, a college building, a rest home, four shops and 20 administrative buildings were 
damaged. 

Homeless families are seeking temporary shelter with family members/relatives or are living 
outside in makeshift shelters in the backyard of their homes. This has increased the need for 
emergency relief items such as tents for good quality temporary shelter. Priorities for health 
are related to the prevention and control outbreaks of water-borne diseases. 

The Government of Tajikistan has requested assistance from the international community to 
address the severity of the emergency situation in Qumsangir District. Based on REACT, the 
disaster coordination partnership previously established under the leadership of OCHA, the 
Ministry of Emergencies has led the Government’s response on the ground. The National 
Emergency Commission, established by the government on 30th July, has estimated damages 
at US$ 22mln.  

Since 29th of July, international and national agencies have been undertaking various response 
measures, including the provision of food (60 MT of wheat flour, 4 MT of oil, salt etc.), 
temporary shelters (about 670 tents), basic construction materials (cement, roofing materials), 
medical items (basic emergency health kits etc.), non-food items (clothes), water and 
sanitation sets (water purifiers, chlorine, jerry-cans, soap etc.) accompanied with hygiene and 
sanitation training materials and trainings on safe house construction. 
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2.2 Humanitarian consequences 

Shelter and NFI: 

As a result of the earthquakes 1,083 houses were destroyed and 1,568 houses were damaged. 
The government has requested an additional 2,000 tents to cover the needs of the affected 
population.  

 

Health and WES: 

Health structures (medical points) have been totally destroyed in Zamini Nav and Village #8. 
The assessment conducted by the Ministry of Health and MERLIN on 31st July indicated a 
concern regarding access to clean water in all affected areas, which poses a high risk for 
outbreaks of intestinal infections.  

Malaria, even though reportedly not significant but still prevalent in this area, is also a 
concern as people are sleeping outside without mos quito nets.  

Sanitation conditions are reported to be poor and chlorine powder is required to clean places 
of mass defecation, schools and hospitals. According to the report, there is no need for drugs 
and medication at this time as current stock is suffic ient.  

 

Education: 

The earthquake, which damaged five settlements in Qumsangir District in July 2006, 
seriously  affected the life of children in the district. Nine schools where more than 7,000 
children study were destroyed or damaged.   Although the school year has already begun, the 
children in affected schools do not have access to a safe classroom-learning environment. 
There is an urgent need for full or partial rehabilitation of schools, provision of school 
furniture, textbooks, and essential school supplies in affected schools. A lthough the 
Government has committed to reconstructing 2 schools on their own, their resources are very 
limited to complete the rehabilitation of other 7 schools.
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3. RESPONSE PLANS  

Project: Shelter for the victims of the earthquake  

Although primary emergency needs of the population have been met, reconstruction activities 
have been progressing slowly and there is a high probability that at least half of the affected 
population will spend the winter in tents or makeshift shelter. The number of tents available 
and currently being provided is not sufficient to provide shelter for the winter. There is an 
urgent need for winterized tents for homeless people.  

Objective: Provision of 500 winterized tents for highly vulnerable households who will be 
unable to rebuild their houses before the winter. 

Activities: 

§ Identification of the most vulnerable beneficiaries through criteria agreed upon between 
the government’s emergency response committee and the local communities; 

§ Immediate release of available tents from RCST Disaster Preparedness centers; 

§ Procurement of tents; 

§ Organization of a transport and distribution system by each of the local branches 
concerned; 

§ Distribution of items with proper recording. 

Impact:  About 2,500 persons (assuming an average of five family members per household) 
will be provided with temporary shelter to withstand the winter and have the capacity to 
reconstruct their permanent houses.  

 

SHELTER US$  

Project Title: Shelter for the victims of the earthquake  

Objective: Provision of 500 winterized tents for highly 
vulnerable households who will be unable to 
rebuild their houses before the winter. 

Beneficiaries: Total Number: 2,500 Women: 750 Men: 250 
Children: 1,500 

Red 
Crescent 
Society of 
Tajikistan  

Partners: Government of Tajikistan, Ministry of 
Emergency Situations and Civil Defence, 
local authorities of Qumsangir district. 

600,000 US$ 
required 
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Project: Rehabilitation and disaster reduction needs /Reconstruction/Rehabilitation of 
housing 

RCST has discussed and agreed with the Federation country delegation that there is a pressing 
need to provide material support to the most affected poor families, reinforcing their own 
rehabilitation efforts in coordination with local government efforts to address these needs. 
Furthermore several international NGOs are planning to conduct trainings for the targeted 
population to increase knowledge about building earthquake-resistant houses. 

Because many local residents are unable to afford cement and other proper building materials, 
they usually build houses with a mud-based sealant that is unable to withstand earthquakes 
and floodwaters. Additionally, many poor residents, particularly the elderly and female -
headed households, have difficulty to pay for laborers. Therefore the provision of self-
support construction kits will enable families to cushion their purchasing power. 

Objective: 200 poor families (approx. 1,000 people) living in highly affected villages are 
assisted in the rebuilding of their homes through supplements to local government response.  

Activities: 

§ Identification of most vulnerable beneficiaries through criteria agreed upon between the 
national society and the local communities; 

§ Procurement of supplies; 

§ Organization of a transport and distribution system by each of the local branches 
concerned; 

§ Distribution of items with proper recording. 

Impact: 1,000 of the most vulnerable beneficiaries (families without males, several children 
and elderly people) will have permanent shelter, reconstructed with assistance of the 
Government and international community. 

 

SHELTER/Reconstruction and Rehabilitation US$  

Project Title: Reconstruction/Rehabilitation of housing 

Objective: 200 poor families (approx. 1,000 people) 
living in highly affected villages are assisted 
in the rebuilding of their homes through 
supplements to local government response. 

Beneficiaries: Total Number: 1,000 Women: 300 Men:100 
Children: 600 

UNDP/ 
Oxfam 

Partners: Government of Tajikistan, Ministry of 
Emergency Situations and Civil Defence, 
State Committee for Construction and 
Architecture, local authorities of Qumsangir 
district, Oxfam, various INGOs  

100,000 US$ 
required 
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Project: Non –food items for the victims of the earthquake  

The non-food items currently being provided include mostly clothes, fuel, kitchen utensils, 
small quantities of blankets and sleeping sheets, and basic construction materials. There’s a 
need of winter-type equipment and sleeping items for the autumn-winter season. Therefore 
considering the limited availability of fuel/firewood and the high rates of poverty among the 
affected population (unable to procure firewood for heating and cooking), it would be vital to 
provide along with winterized tents heating/cooking kerosene stoves and warm blankets and 
mattresses.  

Objective: 500 of the most vulnerable families (approx. 2,500 persons) receive NFIs 
(mattresses, blankets, kerosene stoves and/or household items) to complement their temporary 
resettlement in the provided tents. 

Activities:  

§ Identification of most vulnerable beneficiaries through criteria agreed upon between the 
national society and the local communities; 

§ Procurement of supplies; 

§ Organization of a transport and distribution system by each of the local branches 
concerned; 

§ Distribution of items with proper recording. 

Impact: 2,500 persons provided with Non-Food Items to complement winterized tents 
provision and allow autonomous sustenance of the identified vulnerable beneficiaries.  

NFI US$  

Project Title: Non–food items for the victims of the 
earthquake 

Objective: 500 of the most vulnerable families (approx. 
2,500 persons) receive NFIs (mattresses, 
blankets, kerosene stoves and/or household 
items) to complement their temporary 
resettlement in the provided tents. 

Beneficiaries: Total Number: 2,500 Women: 750 Men: 250 
Children: 1,500 

Red 
Crescent 
Society of 
Tajikistan  

Partners: Government of Tajikistan, Ministry of 
Emergency Situations and Civil Defence, 
local authorities of Qumsangir district, 
IFRC/RCST, various INGOs 

100,000 US$ 
required 
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Project: Rehabilitation of schools  

As mentioned above, it is necessary for the international community to complete the 
rehabilitation of seven schools. 

Objective: Ensure access to quality basic education in child friendly environment in 7 schools 
affected by the earthqua ke for children from 5 settlements in Qumsangir district through full 
or partial rehabilitation of 7 schools, provision of necessary school equipment and furniture 
including desks and chairs for students and teachers, blackboards and bookshelves. 

Activitie s:  

§ Rehabilitation of schools; 

§ Provision of textbooks, school furniture (desks and chairs for students and teachers, 
blackboards and bookshelves); 

§ “Let’s go back to school” advocacy campaign.  

Impact: 7,000 schoolchildren resume their study in safe conditions, in rehabilitated and 
refurbished schools as well as receive essential schools supplies which will make school 
visiting more attractive.  

 

EDUCATION US$  

Project Title: Giving Opportunity for Education in 
Emergency / Rehabilitation of schools 

Objective: Access to education is ensured for more than 
7,000 children from 7 schools affected by the 
earthquake in Qumsangir District 

Beneficiaries: Total Number: School children: - 7,100; 
teachers: - about 300; families – about 5,000 

UNICEF 

Partners: Ministry of Education, local authorities  

200,000 US$ 
required 
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4. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES  

The Ministry of Emergency Situations (MoES), in partnership with the UN Resident 
Coordinator, will perform the overall coordination of the assistance provided. 

UN Disaster Risk Management Project (UNDRMP) through REACT (Rapid Emergency 
Assessment and Coordination Team uniting over 70 of national and international DRM 
stakeholders) will manage operational coordination of the assistance provisions.  

Red Crescent Socie ty of Tajikistan will provide logistics and distribution assistance in Shelter 
and Non-Food Items delivery to the beneficiaries. 

Government of Tajikistan will provide 30% contribution to reconstruction activities of the 
affected population. 

MoES will provide assistance in coordination in the field, transportation of the relief items 
and manpower (MoES soldiers) for reconstruction activities.  

Oxfam will assist the beneficiaries in reconstruction of their houses through provision of 
expertise (engineers) and construction materials with co-finance of other donors. 

UNICEF in partnership with the Ministry of Education and local authorities will be 
responsible for implementation of the educational component of the assistance provided.  

Various international and local NGOs in partnership with local authorities will be perform 
sub-implementation of response and reconstruction activities. 

 


